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Abstract
Cloud platforms’ rapid growth is raising significant
concerns about their carbon emissions. To reduce emissions, future cloud platforms will need to increase their
reliance on renewable energy sources, such as solar and
wind, which have zero emissions but are highly unreliable. Unfortunately, today’s energy systems effectively
mask this unreliability in hardware, which prevents applications from optimizing their carbon-efficiency, or work
done per kilogram of carbon emitted. To address this
problem, we design an “ecovisor,” which virtualizes the
energy system and exposes software-defined control of it
to applications. An ecovisor enables each application to
handle clean energy’s unreliability in software based on
its own specific requirements. We implement a small-scale
ecovisor prototype that virtualizes a physical energy system to enable software-based application-level i) visibility
into variable grid carbon-intensity and renewable generation and ii) control of server power usage and battery
charging/discharging. We evaluate the ecovisor approach
by showing how multiple applications can concurrently
exercise their virtual energy system in different ways to
better optimize carbon-efficiency based on their specific
requirements compared to a general system-wide policy.

1. Introduction
Cloud platforms are growing exponentially, and have been
for some time, with a recent analysis estimating a 6× increase in their capacity from 2010-2018, or roughly a
22.4% increase per year [51]. This hyperscale growth is
being driven by the continual development of new and
useful, but often computationally-intensive, applications,
particularly in artificial intelligence (AI) [22]. As they
have grown, cloud platforms have aggressively optimized
their energy-efficiency, e.g., by reducing their power usage effectiveness (PUE)1 to near the optimal value of
1 [11, 18], to mitigate large increases in their energy consumption and cost.
However, further improving energy-efficiency is becoming increasingly challenging, as it is already highly
optimized. Thus, continued growth in cloud capacity
will likely result in much larger increases in energy consumption moving forward. Of course, this energy growth
* Paper to appear at ASPLOS 2023.
1 The PUE is the ratio of total data center

power to server power.

is also increasing cloud platforms’ carbon and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which are causing climate
change [40, 52]. The negative environmental effects of the
cloud’s hyperscaler growth have begun to receive significant attention. As a result, all the major cloud providers
have announced aggressive goals for reducing, and ultimately eliminating, their platforms’ carbon emissions
over the next decade, while acknowledging that many of
the technologies necessary to achieve these sustainability
goals have yet to be developed [1, 20, 31, 54, 65].
Reducing cloud platforms’ carbon emissions will require them to power their cloud and edge data centers
using cleaner “lower-carbon” energy sources. A distinguishing characteristic of clean energy is its unreliability:
it is intermittent and not available in unlimited quantities
at any single location all the time. Notably, clean energy’s
unreliability manifests itself in two distinct ways within
our current energy system: i) the unreliability of renewable power generation and ii) the volatility of grid power’s
carbon-intensity. In the former case, the power generated
by zero-carbon renewable energy sources, primarily solar
and wind, at any location is unreliable because it varies
based on changing environmental conditions. In the latter
case, the carbon-intensity of grid power — in kg · CO2
equivalent per watt (W) — is volatile because it varies
based on the carbon emissions of the different types of
generators the grid uses to satisfy its variable demand. As
we discuss, both forms of unreliability are important to
consider in reducing cloud platforms’ carbon emissions.
Compared to other industries, computing is uniquely
well-positioned to reduce its carbon emissions by transitioning to cleaner energy sources, despite their unreliability, for numerous reasons. Most importantly, computation often has significant spatial, temporal, and performance flexibility, which enables execution location,
time, and intensity shifting to better align with the availability of low-carbon grid power and zero-carbon renewable power [33, 34, 62]. In addition, computation can
also leverage numerous software-based fault-tolerance
techniques, including checkpointing, replication, and recomputation, to continue execution despite unexpected
variations in the availability of low-carbon energy, which
may require throttling or shutting down servers [64].
Unfortunately, today’s cloud applications cannot leverage the unique combination of advantages above to optimize their carbon-efficiency, or work done per kilogram

(kg) of carbon (and other GHGs) emitted, because current
energy systems effectively mask clean energy’s unreliability from them in hardware. That is, energy systems
have traditionally exposed a reliability abstraction – the
abstraction of a reliable supply of power on demand up to
some maximum – to electrical devices, including servers,
via their electrical socket interface. In many cases, the
energy system now includes a connection to not only the
grid, but also an increasingly rich local energy system
that may include substantial energy storage, e.g., batteries [56], and co-located renewable energy sources, e.g.,
wind and solar [44]. Since energy systems hide their
increasing complexity behind the reliability abstraction,
they provide applications no control of, or visibility into,
the characteristics of their energy supply, i.e., its consumption, generation, or carbon emissions. Thus, applications cannot optimize carbon-efficiency by regulating
their power usage to respond to changes in grid power’s
carbon-intensity and renewable power’s availability.
To address the problem, this paper presents the design
and implementation of an ecovisor—a software system
that exposes software-defined control of a virtual energy
system directly to applications. An ecovisor is akin to a
hypervisor but virtualizes the energy system of computing infrastructure instead of virtualizing the computing
resources of a single server. Importantly, an ecovisor enables applications to handle clean energy’s unreliability
within their software stack based on their own specific
characteristics, performance requirements, and sustainability goals by leveraging one or more dimensions of
software flexibility and software-based fault-tolerance.
Ecovisors also enable applications to exercise softwarebased control of their virtual energy system to mitigate
clean energy’s unreliability. Specifically, instead of temporally or spatially shifting their computing workload,
applications can control their virtual battery to temporally
shift their clean energy usage—by storing renewable or
low-carbon grid energy when it is available for later use.
In some sense, our approach extends the end-to-end
principle [61] to the energy system by i) recognizing that
the energy system’s current reliability abstraction prevents
designing carbon-efficient applications, and ii) addressing the problem by pushing control of the energy system
from hardware into software. Our approach is also inspired by the exokernel argument from operating systems
that advocates delegating resource management to applications [30, 42]. Our ecovisor extends this approach by
delegating not only resource management to applications,
but also the energy (and carbon) that powers those resources. Our hypothesis is that exposing software-defined
visibility and control of a virtualized energy system enables applications to better optimize carbon-efficiency
based on their specific characteristics and requirements
compared to a general system policy. In evaluating our

hypothesis, this paper makes the following contributions.
Virtualizing the Energy System. We present our ecovisor design, which virtualizes a physical energy system
to enable software-based control of server power consumption and battery charging/discharging, as well as
visibility into variable grid carbon-intensity and renewable generation. Our ecovisor exposes a software API to
applications that enable them to control their use of power
to respond to uncontrollable variations in grid energy’s
carbon-intensity and renewable energy’s availability.
Carbon-Efficiency Optimizations. We present multiple case studies showing how a range of different applications can use the ecovisor API to optimize their
carbon-efficiency. Our case studies highlight two important concepts including: i) different applications use
their virtual energy system in different ways to optimize carbon-efficiency, and ii) application-specific policies can better optimize carbon-efficiency compared to
general one-size-fits-all system policies. While optimizing energy-efficiency has been well-studied in computing, there has been little research on optimizing carbonefficiency, which is fundamentally different and the only
metric that really matters for addressing climate change.
Implementation and Evaluation. We implement a smallscale ecovisor prototype on a cluster of microservers that
exposes a virtual grid connection, solar array, and batteries
to applications. We evaluate our prototype’s flexibility by
concurrently executing the case study applications above,
and showing that optimizing their carbon-efficiency on a
shared infrastructure requires application-specific policies.
For example, an interactive web service may use carbon
budgeting to maintain a strict latency SLO as carbonintensity varies, while a parallel batch job might instead
adjust its degree of parallelism.

2. Motivation and Background
Motivation. Sustainable computing focuses on the design
and operation of carbon-efficient computing infrastructure
and applications. This paper focuses on reducing Scope 2
operational carbon (and other GHG) emissions from using
electricity [12], which represents a significant fraction of
cloud platforms’ emissions. Optimizing Scope 1 direct
emissions and Scope 3 embodied emissions are outside
our scope. While these other classes of emissions are also
important, cloud platforms have few Scope 1 emissions,
and have no direct control over their Scope 3 emissions.
While cloud platforms have long focused on optimizing
energy-efficiency, optimizing carbon-efficiency is fundamentally different. To illustrate, consider that a highly
energy-efficient system can be highly carbon-inefficient if
its grid-supplied power derives from burning fossil fuels,
while a highly energy-inefficient system can be highly
carbon-efficient if its power derives solely from zerocarbon renewable energy. As this trivial example shows,
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a cloud platform’s carbon-efficiency depends, in part, on
the carbon-intensity of its energy supply, which varies
widely over time based on variations in both grid power’s
carbon-intensity and local renewable power’s availability.
Since modifying a cloud platform’s operations to adapt
to variations in carbon-intensity, e.g., by throttling workloads when carbon-intensity is high, is challenging, cloud
providers have largely focused on transparently reducing
their net carbon emissions using carbon offsets. Such offsets are an accounting mechanism that enables offsetting
the direct use of carbon-intensive energy by purchasing
zero-carbon renewable energy generated at another time
and location [43, 58]. Carbon offsets are attractive because they do not require complex operational changes
to reduce net carbon emissions. Many prominent technology companies have eliminated their net carbon emissions [1, 31, 54, 65], which they often refer to as running
on “100% renewable energy.” Unfortunately, carbon offsets do not reduce direct carbon emissions, and become
increasingly less effective as carbon emissions decrease,
as there is less carbon left to offset. As a result, eliminating absolute carbon emissions will ultimately require
cloud platforms to change their operations to reduce their
direct carbon emissions by better aligning their computing
load with when and where low-carbon energy is available.
Reducing direct carbon emissions is challenging largely
because it introduces a new constraint that requires
voluntarily making difficult tradeoffs between performance/availability, cost, and carbon emissions. In general, modifying design and operations to reduce direct
carbon emissions decreases performance/availability and
also increases cost, as energy prices do not (yet) incorporate the cost of carbon’s negative externalities to the
environment. Importantly, the optimal tradeoff between
performance/availability, cost, and carbon emissions differs across applications and users. As we show in §5,
the policies for reducing the carbon emissions of delaytolerant batch applications are significantly different from
those for interactive web services that must maintain a
strict latency Service Level Objective (SLO). More generally, though, cloud users, i.e., companies, have widely
different goals, strategies, and tolerances for reducing
carbon (at the expense of increased cost and lower performance/availability), which cloud platforms do not know.
As a result, cloud platforms are not well-positioned to
manage carbon emissions at the system-level on behalf of
their users, which motivates our ecovisor’s approach of
exposing energy and carbon management to applications.
The motivation for our ecovisor’s application-level control of carbon is analogous to that for cloud auto-scaling:
all cloud platforms support elastic auto-scaling that enables applications to horizontally or vertically scale their
resources in response to variations in their workload’s intensity [3, 14]. These auto-scaling policies are application-

specific for similar reasons as above, i.e., differing application requirements and user tradeoffs between cost and
performance/availability. Our ecovisor’s API, discussed
in §3, enables similar “auto-scaling” but in response to
variations in grid power’s carbon-intensity and local renewable energy’s availability. A simple evolutionary path
to enabling such “carbon-scaling” using an ecovisor is
to augment existing cloud auto-scaling APIs. For example, existing APIs, such as Amazon CloudWatch [37] and
Azure Monitor [4], already expose visibility into platform
resource usage, and could easily be extended to include
power and carbon information. In this case, cloud platforms would “delegate” carbon-scaling to applications
just as they currently delegate auto-scaling resources.
While the ecovisor approach could apply to existing
cloud platforms, especially those hosted at datacenters
with substantial co-located renewables [44] and energy
storage [59], there is currently no financial incentive to
reduce carbon. This is a social problem, not a technical
one. In the end, to halt climate change, government policies will likely be necessary to create strong incentives for
monitoring and reducing carbon emissions, either directly,
e.g., via carbon caps, or indirectly, e.g., via carbon pricing.
Nevertheless, cloud platforms have already begun to expose visibility into their carbon emissions [10], driven by
their customers’ increasing desire to measure and report
carbon emissions data. This combination of customer
demand and government policy is likely to incentivize
future cloud platforms to adopt ecovisor-like mechanisms
for measuring and controlling carbon emissions.
Background. Our work assumes a datacenter’s physical energy system connects to up to three distinct power
sources: the electric grid, local batteries (or other forms
of energy storage), and local renewable generation, such
as solar or wind. The power supplied to servers (and
other computing equipment) is a mix of these three power
sources. Not all facilities will have connections to all
three power sources, and the capacity of each source may
vary. For example, many large cloud data centers may not
have local renewables, while smaller edge sites might not
require a grid connection, i.e., if they have enough local
renewables and battery capacity to be self-powered [34].
An ecovisor requires software-defined monitoring and
control of both server power and the physical energy system, i.e., power’s supply, demand, and carbon emissions.
Monitoring Power. An ecovisor must be capable of
monitoring each energy source’s power generation and
consumption. Energy system components commonly expose power monitoring via programmatic APIs. For example, battery charge controllers, such as Tesla’s Powerwall, support querying a battery’s energy level, and its
charge/discharge rate from the grid and solar [15], while
solar inverters support querying current and historical solar power generation [15]. Our ecovisor builds on these
3
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Figure 1: Grid carbon emissions for three different regions
showing spatial and temporal variations.
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existing APIs. An ecovisor must also be capable of monitoring server power consumption. Most servers include
power monitoring functions internally, e.g., in hardware
exposed to the OS, or externally, e.g., via IPMI [13].
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Monitoring Carbon. An ecovisor must also be capable
of monitoring grid power’s carbon-intensity in real time.
Recently, third-party carbon information services, such
as electricityMap [9] and WattTime [19], have begun
providing real-time, location-specific estimates of grid
power’s carbon-intensity by tracking the output of each
grid generator, and estimating its carbon emissions based
on the type of generator. Cloud platforms are now using
these services to provide coarse-grained estimates of each
region’s average grid power carbon-intensity [8]. Instead,
our ecovisor uses these APIs to monitor fine-grained grid
carbon-intensity, e.g., every 5 minutes. Figure 1 shows
how grid power’s carbon-intensity varies over time at
different locations. As shown, Ontario has the lowest
carbon-intensity due to its use of nuclear power, while
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use of hydroelectricity. California has the highest carbonintensity due to a higher use of fossil fuels, but also the
highest variability due to its high solar penetration.
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Figure 2: Our ecovisor’s design uses containers (or VMs)
for resource, energy, and carbon management.

3. Ecovisor Design
Figure 2 provides an overview of our ecovisor’s general
design, which uses containers or virtual machines (VMs)
as the basic unit of resource allocation and energy management. We chose a container/VM instance-level API,
in part, because it aligns with, and could easily extend,
existing instance-level cloud APIs. As we discuss, an
instance-level API can also support higher-level cluster or
cloud-level APIs that provide simplified abstractions for
specific applications, such as geo-distributed applications.
An ecovisor integrates with and extends an existing
orchestration platform that already provides basic container (or VM) management and monitoring functions,
including creating and destroying containers (or VMs), as
well as allocating resources to them. Note that Container
Orchestration Platforms (COPs), such as Kubernetes and
Mesos, and similar VM orchestration platforms, generally
do not provide sophisticated, fine-grained energy monitoring and management functions. As discussed in §4, our
implementation specifically builds on LXD [50], which is
a simple COP that exposes basic container management
functions over a REST API, similar to Kubernetes and
Mesos. We chose to extend a COP for our prototype
because these platforms have become the de facto operating systems for uniformly managing the resources of
large server clusters. However, while we focus our discussion below on COPs, our design also applies to similar
platforms that orchestrate VMs rather than containers.
COPs provide distributed applications the abstraction
of their own virtual cluster composed of multiple containers, each with a specified resource allocation. These
virtual clusters are elastic, such that the number of containers and each container’s allocated resources may grow
or shrink over time based on application demand and
resource availability. In particular, applications may hori-

Controlling Power. Finally, our ecovisor must be capable of controlling power usage in response to changes
in grid power’s carbon-intensity and renewable energy
availability, including regulating server power consumption and battery charging/discharging, i.e., by enabling
software to cap the maximum power discharged from batteries and regulate when and how much to charge batteries
from the grid and renewables. In the former case, there
has been significant prior work on power capping servers
and containers by limiting their resource usage [48, 63].
Our ecovisor leverages these software-based techniques
to cap per-container power. Specifically, our prototype
takes a similar approach as recent work [48], which caps
container power by limiting the utilization per core. In the
latter case, battery charge controllers often do not expose
control functions to software, since they implement the
reliability abstraction, which never artificially caps power
and always charges grid-connected batteries to full capacity. However, recently, battery management systems,
such as Tesla’s Powerwall, have begun to expose these
functions in software, which our ecovisor leverages [17].
4

Function Name

Type

Input

Return Value

Description

set_container_powercap()
set_battery_charge_rate()
set_battery_max_discharge()

Setter
Setter
Setter

ContainerID, kW
kW
kW

N/A
N/A
N/A

Set a container’s power cap
Set battery charge rate until full
Set max battery discharge rate

get_solar_power()
get_grid_power()
get_grid_carbon()
get_battery_discharge_rate()
get_battery_charge_level()
get_container_powercap()
get_container_power()

Getter
Getter
Getter
Getter
Getter
Getter
Getter

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
ContainerID
ContainerID

kW
kW
g · CO2 /kW
kW
kWh
kW
kW

Get virtual solar power output
Get virtual grid power usage
Get current grid carbon intensity
Get current rate of battery discharge
Get energy stored in virtual battery
Get a container’s power cap
Get a container’s power usage

Notification

N/A

N/A

Invoked by ecovisor every ∆t

tick()

Table 1: Ecovisor’s narrow API that provides application’s visibility and control over their virtual energy system.

zontally scale their number of allocated containers as demand changes, or vertically scale the resources allocated
to each container. COPs include a scheduling policy that
determines how to allocate resources to applications under
constraint. There are many possible resource scheduling
policies that optimize for different objectives, such as fairness, e.g., Dominant Resource Fairness [32] or revenue,
e.g., cloud spot markets [2, 5]. These policies may require
the scheduler to reclaim (or revoke) resources from distributed applications. As a result, distributed applications
that run on COPs are already designed to be resilient to
resource revocations. As we discuss, this resiliency is also
useful for designing carbon-efficient applications, since
the unreliability of low-carbon energy may cause power
shortages that also manifest as resource revocations.

support sophisticated queries over historical data.
Setter Methods. Applications use the setter methods
to control their virtual power’s supply and demand. Applications exercise control over their i) power demand by
setting per-container power caps and ii) power supply by
determining when and how fast to charge their battery, as
well as when to discharge the battery and the maximum
rate of discharge. The API does not include any functions
for controlling virtual solar power, since it is dictated
by the environment. Simple datacenters may have only
grid power with no renewables or batteries. In this case,
applications control their carbon emissions by explicitly
setting per-container power caps to regulate grid power
in response to variations in its carbon-intensity. Datacenters that also have batteries may also perform carbon
arbitrage, e.g., by charging their virtual batteries when
carbon-intensity is low and discharging when high, in
addition to regulating their grid power usage.

3.1. Extending COPs with an Ecovisor
Virtual Energy System. An ecovisor extends COPs’
existing API to provide the abstraction of a virtual energy
system, which supplies power to each application’s virtual
cluster. As shown in Figure 2, our virtual energy system
includes a virtual grid connection, a virtual battery, and
a virtual solar array. Applications receive a share of grid
power, the physical solar array’s variable power output,
and the physical battery’s energy and power capacity. We
focus on solar, instead of wind, because it has higher
average power density and is more widely available.
Ecovisor Interface. Table 1 shows our ecovisor’s narrow
API, which is composed of three basic types of methods:
getters, setters, and an asynchronous notification.
Getter Methods. The getter and setter methods are
synchronous downcalls. Applications use the getter methods for simple power and carbon monitoring, including
retrieving their current virtual solar power output, grid
power usage, grid power carbon-intensity, per-container
power caps, and per-container power usage. As discussed
in §2, this information is readily available from the physical energy system’s components, servers, and carbon
information services. Our ecovisor provides applications
a uniform centralized interface to access this information,
and also stores historical data in a time-series database to

When solar power is also available, the ecovisor configures an application’s virtual energy system to always
use virtual solar power first to satisfy demand. If there
is excess solar power after meeting demand, the ecovisor
automatically uses it to charge an application’s virtual
battery. If an application has configured its virtual battery
to charge at a higher rate than the excess solar power,
then its virtual energy system supplements the charging
up to the specified rate using grid power, and attributes
any carbon emissions from using grid power to the application. If an application’s virtual battery fills to capacity,
its excess virtual solar power must go somewhere: while
resource schedulers can choose whether or not to be workconserving, physics dictates that our virtualized energy
system is energy-conserving. Determining how to handle
excess solar power is a policy decision. For example, an
ecovisor may reclaim excess solar energy and re-distribute
it to other applications (if they have available virtual battery capacity), net meter it back to the grid (if possible),
or rely on the battery charge controller to curtail it.
If there is not enough virtual solar power to meet an
application’s demand, its virtual energy system first uses
up to the maximum specified battery discharge rate to
5

Function Name

Description

get_container_energy()
get_container_carbon()
get_app_power()
get_app_energy()
get_app_carbon()
set_carbon_rate()
set_carbon_budget()
notify_solar_change()
notify_carbon_change()
notify_battery_full()
notify_battery_empty()

Energy usage in interval (t1 ,t2 )
Carbon usage in interval (t1 ,t2 )
Power usage for an application
Energy usage in interval (t1 ,t2 )
Carbon usage for an application
Set carbon rate for a container
Set application’s carbon budget
Called when solar changes
Called when grid carbon changes
Called when battery fully charged
Called when battery empty

since our ecovisor always maintains a small amount of battery capacity to buffer solar, the battery never runs empty
within a tick interval. While a virtual battery may fill up
within a tick interval, it only has the potential to waste a
small amount of excess solar power over the interval.
Applications may also call container and resource management functions in response to changes in available
solar power or grid carbon-intensity. For example, applications may horizontally scale their number of containers,
or the resources allocated to each container, up or down
as solar power and grid power’s carbon intensity vary.

Table 2: Example library functions using ecovisor’s API.

3.2. Library Interfaces
satisfy the deficit. If the maximum specified battery discharge rate is still not sufficient, then the virtual energy
system finally uses grid power to make up the difference,
and again attributes any carbon emissions from using grid
power to the application. Importantly, while grid power’s
carbon-intensity, solar power, and container power usage
vary continuously, our ecovisor discretizes and accounts
for these values over a small discrete time (or tick) interval ∆t, e.g., every minute. The virtual energy system
always retains a small amount of virtual battery capacity
to store the maximum solar power output over the tick
interval, and accounts for this solar power output in the
next interval. As a result, applications always know the
solar power available to them in the next tick interval.
Asynchronous Notifications. An ecovisor’s virtual energy system abstraction also includes an asynchronous
upcall notification based on the tick interval, mentioned
above. The tick() method is akin to an OS timer interrupt and triggers at the same tick interval over which the
virtual energy system discretizes power. Applications register their tick() method with the ecovisor as a callback
function at startup. Within their tick() method, applications can examine the characteristics of their power
supply, e.g., current solar power output, battery charge
level, and grid power’s carbon-intensity, and their application’s characteristics, e.g., container resource utilization,
power usage, and application-level performance metrics,
and make adjustments to their power supply and demand
to balance potentially competing objectives, such as performance, energy-efficiency, carbon emissions, and cost.
There are many other external events that might require
an immediate application response, which an ecovisor
could also expose to applications via asynchronous upcalls. For example, a significant and sudden change in
virtual solar power output or grid power’s carbon emissions, or the virtual battery reaching the full or empty
state. However, since we intend the tick() method to
execute at fine-grained intervals, e.g., every minute, applications are typically able to recognize and address these
external events within their tick() method. In general,
carbon does not change significantly within a minute, and

Our ecovisor’s API from Table 1 is simple and narrow by
design, as it represents the minimal set of functions necessary to control power’s supply and demand. We chose
a container-level API to enable the widest range of policies. Importantly, developers can use these functions to
implement a range of higher-level interfaces and abstractions that simplify interactions with the virtual energy
system, or make it entirely transparent to applications.
For example, developers could use our container-level
API to implement cluster-level policies. In addition, distributed applications that control virtual energy systems
at multiple sites could implement geo-distributed policies
that shift workload to the site(s) with the lowest carbonintensity or most renewable availability. As a result, the
additional complexity of using a virtual energy system
need not be borne by most applications, but can instead be
encapsulated in third-party software libraries and services,
as with exokernels and similar library operating systems.
An ecovisor promotes innovation by enabling the development of libraries and services that implement a wide
range of application-specific energy and carbon management policies. Since users and applications have widely
different characteristics, goals, strategies, and tolerances
for reducing carbon, which cloud providers do not know,
cloud providers are not well-positioned to manage energy
and carbon on behalf of their users at the system-level.
Table 2 depicts some simple library functions we implemented for §5’s case studies. These functions enable applications to monitor their energy usage and carbon emissions over various time intervals, both on a per-container
and per-application basis, as well as specify a carbon rate
or budget, such that the carbon rate dictates a threshold
rate (per unit time) of carbon emissions, while a budget
sets a total limit on an application’s carbon emissions.
3.3. Multiplexing the Physical Energy System
Each application’s virtual energy system exposes an API
that is functionally equivalent to the underlying physical
energy system. Thus, multiplexing control of the physical
energy system among applications’ virtual energy systems is straightforward, as it simply requires computing
6

the limit on the maximum battery discharge rates and
charging rates across all applications. The ecovisor has
privileged access to the physical battery charge controller
to set these aggregate limits. The ecovisor also has privileged access to the container management functions to
set per-container power caps by setting limits on resource
utilization, e.g., using cgroups. Finally, the ecovisor has
privileged access to the energy and carbon monitoring
services of the energy system components, e.g., battery
charge controller and solar inverter, servers, and carbon
information services, which it uses to perform energy and
carbon monitoring and accounting for each application.
We assume an exogeneous policy determines each application’s share of grid power, the physical solar array’s
variable power output, and the physical battery’s energy
and power capacity. For example, public cloud platforms
might sell solar and battery shares at each site for some
price independently of hardware resources. While there is
also a substantial opportunity for ecovisors to dynamically
vary, oversubscribe, or share energy resources among applications, similar to analogous policies for computing
resources, such inter-application policies are out of scope.
Our focus is instead on enabling many different intraapplication policies for optimizing carbon-efficiency.

4. Prototype Implementation
Figure 3: Overview of our prototype’s physical energy
system (top), and a picture of our prototype (bottom).

We first detail our ecovisor software prototype, and then
describe the hardware prototype that it runs on.
Software Prototype. We implemented an ecovisor prototype using Python3 in ∼2650 LOC. Our ecovisor runs
on an external server and exposes a REST API to applications that includes the methods from Table 1. Applications register their tick() method as a callback function
with the ecovisor server. Our ecovisor has privileged access to the software APIs exposed by the physical energy
system’s components and the COP API for monitoring
and controlling energy and server resources. While our
approach is generally applicable to any COP, including
Kubernetes, our prototype extends LXD [50], which is a
COP that builds on LXC, the Linux container runtime. We
chose LXD due to its flexibility and support for stateful
applications and vertical resource scaling. LXD provisions full operating systems within containers (akin to
lightweight VMs); enables vertically scaling each container’s resources using cgroups; and provides a virtual
filesystem (LXCFS) mounted over /proc that provides
accurate resource accounting for each container.
Our ecovisor wraps the LXD server, such that applications interact with our ecovisor prototype, which then
proxies LXD-specific requests and responses to and from
the LXD server. Our prototype relies on LXD for container management, including horizontal and vertical scaling. Our prototype uses LXD functions internally to vertically scale each container’s maximum resource allocation

using cgroups to enforce per-container power caps set
by the application, as in recent work [48]. We use PowerAPI [27], a middleware toolkit for building softwaredefined power meters, for monitoring power, including
per-container power usage, battery power usage, solar
power generation, grid power usage, and grid carbonintensity. PowerAPI stores this historical power data in
a time-series database, specifically InfluxDB, which enables queries over different time intervals. We use LXD’s
default container scheduler, which simply allocates a container to the server with the fewest container instances.
We use electricityMap’s API to get grid power’s carbonintensity in real-time. The implementation of other functions in our ecovisor API from Table 1 are hardwarespecific. We discuss our hardware prototype below.
Hardware Prototype. We built a small-scale hardware
prototype of a software-defined physical energy system
as a proof of concept. Figure 3 provides an overview
and picture of our hardware prototype, which is a cluster of ARM-based microservers, some of which have
an attached NVIDIA Jetson Nano GPU. In particular,
each microserver includes a quad-core ARM Cortex A53
64-Bit processor and 4GB 1600MHz LPDDR3 memory [16] powered by a 2A, 5V power supply. The microservers consume 1.35W at idle, 5W at 100% CPU
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utilization, and 10W at 100% CPU and GPU utilization. The microservers run Ubuntu 18.04 Bionic minimal 64bit (arm64) with Linux kernel 4.4.2. The smart
USB hubs plug into our power bus, which connects to our
three power sources—the grid, battery, and solar power—
discussed below. We also implemented simulated versions of each power source to enable experimentation on
a more conventional data center server cluster composed
of 16 Dell PowerEdge R430s with Intel Xeon processors
with 16 cores and 64GB memory. Implementing a real
prototype at this scale is infeasible due to our lab’s power
constraints, component availability, and cost. For example, the Chroma 62020H-150S, discussed below, used in
our microserver prototype costs nearly $10,000 and is
only capable of emulating a solar array up to 2kW DC.
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Figure 4: Carbon emissions and runtime for distributed
ML training and a high performance computing application
using different carbon reduction policies.

Grid Power. To validate the efficacy of our softwarebased power caps, we connected our system to a programmable power supply that was capable of accurately
monitoring grid power consumption. We used this capability to verify that our system’s power usage never
exceeded the limit dictated by the container power caps.

5. Optimizing Carbon-Efficiency
The purpose of our evaluation is to highlight the rich
policy space defined by our ecovisor’s narrow API
and demonstrate that optimizing carbon-efficiency on a
shared infrastructure requires application-specific policies.
Specifically, we show how our ecovisor can enable a range
of different applications to better optimize their carbonefficiency using an application-specific policy compared
to a general one-size-fits-all system policy. Importantly,
these applications can operate concurrently on the same
infrastructure. In some cases, we re-implement and improve upon applications from prior work implemented on
dedicated platforms [70]. Of course, our evaluation does
not cover all possible uses of an ecovisor, as we expect
there are numerous potential carbon-efficiency optimizations and abstractions for different types of applications
that have yet to be developed. A key goal of our system
is to enable the development of these new optimizations
and abstractions, while also supporting existing policies.

Battery Power. Our prototype’s battery bank included
multiple 12V, 20Ah deep discharge lithium-ion batteries with a total of 1440Wh capacity. We configured our
battery charge controller to only discharge them to 70%
depth, such that we classify a 30% state-of-charge as
“empty,” since deep discharges significantly reduce a battery’s cycle life. Our battery can support operating the
cluster at maximum power for one hour. We set the maximum charging rate for the battery bank to 0.25C, which
corresponds to 30 amps (A) at 12V, such that the battery
charges to full capacity in 4 hours. We set the maximum
discharge rate to 1C, or the rate required to fully discharge
the battery in 1 hour. This rate corresponds to 1440W,
which is well above the cluster’s maximum power.
The battery above connects to two smart charge controllers, which expose software APIs: one connected to
the grid and the other to solar. Our ecovisor can use
the grid-connected charge controller to set the battery’s
charging rate. The solar-connected charge controller automatically uses any excess solar power to charge the
battery. Since our prototype does not net meter solar
power, we set the charge controller to curtail any excess
solar power once the battery is fully charged.

5.1. Reducing Carbon
A simple approach to optimizing carbon-efficiency is to
suspend execution when grid power’s carbon-intensity increases beyond some threshold and resume it later when
the carbon-intensity falls below this threshold. Recent
work, called WaitAWhile, quantifies the tradeoff between
carbon emissions and job completion time using this approach [70]. WaitAWhile’s suspend-resume policy is an
example of a general system-level policy that can be applied to all applications on a shared platform. We compare this suspend-resume policy to a new Wait&Scale
(W&S) policy we developed, which suspends execution
above a threshold and opportunistically scales up resource
(and energy) usage when carbon emissions are below the

Solar Power. Our prototype uses a Solar Array Emulator (SAE) instead of a real solar array to enable repeatable
experiments. Our SAE is capable of replaying solar radiation traces, and acts like a programmable power supply
that mimics the electrical response of a solar module’s IV
curve. Thus, we can replace our SAE with a real solar array without requiring any changes. As mentioned above,
we use the Chroma 62020H-150S as our SAE, which is
widely used for testing solar modules in industry.
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We set the carbon threshold based on the 33rd %ile of
carbon-intensity over the trace duration.
5.1.2. Comparing Carbon Reduction Policies. Figure 4
shows the completion times and carbon emissions under
different policies for the two applications, where the error bars depict the standard deviation across the ten runs.
In both cases, the carbon-agnostic policy has the lowest
completion time at the cost of higher carbon emissions.
The system-level suspend-resume policy reduces carbon
emissions by 24.5% and 25.01%, but frequent suspensions increase the running time by 7.4× and 5.1× for the
ML training (top) and BLAST (bottom) applications, respectively. The system-level policy also exhibits a highly
volatile job runtime, since jobs that happen to start executing during a long high-carbon period are forced to stop
and wait until the carbon-intensity decreases.
Wait&Scale overcomes the high completion times of
suspend-resume by opportunistically scaling up resources
upon resumption. For the ML training application (top),
Wait&Scale (2×) achieves a comparable carbon reduction to suspend-resume, but with a significantly lower
runtime penalty (of 2.58×). However, further scale up
does not provide additional carbon benefits—Wait&Scale
(3×) increases carbon emissions by 14.94% (similar to
the system-level policy) while reducing the runtime by
only 12.3%. In this case, scaling up requires more coordination among nodes, which causes synchronization
delays that limit speed-up and decrease energy-efficiency.
Unlike Resnet training, BLAST is embarrassingly parallel, and thus scales up much more efficiently when carbon intensity decreases. Wait&Scale (2×) achieves a
carbon reduction of 30.1%, while also reducing runtime
by 78.15% compared to the system-level policy. Scaling up even further is also beneficial as Wait&Scale (3×)
decreases the carbon emissions by 50.05% compared to
system-level policy, while further reducing runtime by
83.4%. The benefits of scaling eventually diminish at
4× where carbon emissions start increasing, but the job
runtime remains the same. For BLAST-470, this happens because BLAST’s central queue server becomes a
bottleneck when serving tasks to more than 3× workers.
Importantly, our experiments show that our applicationspecific Wait&Scale policy outperforms the system-level
suspend/resume policy. In this case, our ML training job
and BLAST exhibit different synchronization overheads,
which necessitates using different application-specific
scale-up factors for optimizing carbon-efficiency.
Key Takeaway. An ecovisor enables applications to optimally configure their scale-up factor to better optimize
carbon-efficiency compared to a system-level suspendresume policy, which is application-agnostic.
5.1.3. Multi-tenancy. Our experiment above concurrently
ran the ML training job and BLAST on a shared multitenant infrastructure. Figure 5 shows the per-application
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(d) Ecovisor cluster
Figure 5: Multi-tenancy of application-specific carbon reduction policies that use the system resources differently
based on their scaling properties.

threshold. Wait&Scale is an application-specific policy,
as different applications have different optimal scale-up
factors, which the system may not know. Thus, applications are better positioned to configure their optimal
scale-up factor based on their specific scaling properties.
5.1.1. Applications. Our first experiment runs two applications on a shared multi-tenant infrastructure with
different scaling behavior, which characterize each application’s speedup as its number of workers increase.
Our first application is PyTorch, a popular machine
learning framework that we use to train a Resnet34
model [46] on the CIFAR100 dataset [47] for five epochs.
The model training job runs on grid power with a variable
carbon footprint, which we simulate using data from the
carbon emissions of the California Independent System
Operation (CAISO) [7] in 2020. Since carbon emissions
vary, we ran the experiment ten times and randomly selected the job arrival each time. We set the carbon threshold based on the 30th %ile of carbon-intensity over a 48
hour window in each run.
Our system-level suspend-resume and carbon-agnostic
policies run the job on 4 cores, while we run Wait&Scale
with scale factors of 2× and 3×, which scale up the job
to 8 and 12 cores, respectively, when below the carbon
threshold.
The second application is NCBI-BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), which is a popular parallel
application that searches for similarities in nucleotide
or protein sequences [6]. We use an elastic version of
BLAST-470, which can horizontally scale the number
of containers it uses at runtime [41]. Our system-level
and carbon-agnostic policies run the BLAST job on 8
cores, while we run Wait&Scale with scale factors of
2×, 3×, and 4×, on 16, 24, and 32 cores, respectively.
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times. We compare this policy to application-specific
policies that enforce a more flexible carbon budget over
longer time windows, rather than at all times, which allows applications to breach the cap for short periods, if
necessary. We show that such dynamic budgeting policies
can provide better performance during periods when both
the carbon intensity and workload intensity are high.
5.2.1.
Applications. To illustrate the benefits of
application-specific dynamic carbon budgeting, we deploy two multi-tenant distributed web applications using
our ecovisor prototype. Both applications include a frontend load balancer that distributes web requests across a
cluster, and serves a copy of Wikipedia. The applications
use horizontal scaling to regulate power by adding and removing containers from the load balancer’s active set. We
subject the applications to two different variable workload
demand patterns based on a real-world trace covering 48
hours, and record the latency to satisfy requests [67]. We
first run the applications using a static carbon rate limit
of 20 mg · CO2 per second, and then under a dynamic
carbon budget equivalent to the product of the same rate
and the trace’s length. Our dynamic carbon budgeting
policy horizontally scales the containers up and down to
enforce an SLO on the 95th % latency of 60ms and 70ms
for the first and second web application, respectively.
5.2.2. Comparing Carbon Budgeting Policies. Figure 6(a) shows the variations over time for the carbonintensity and workload patterns, which are not aligned.
That is, there are periods of both high carbon and workload intensity. Figure 6(b) and (c) then shows the 95th %
response time latency for the two web applications over
time. As shown in both (b) and (c), the system-level policy
violates the latency SLO near the end of the trace during a
period of both high carbon and workload intensity, since
it does not have the flexibility to increase its container
capacity beyond the static carbon cap to handle the more
intense workload. In contrast, the dynamic budgeting
policy always satisfies the latency SLO over the entire
trace by using fewer resources (and less carbon) during
periods of low workload and carbon intensity. The policy
then uses its accumulated “carbon credits” to temporarily
exceed the carbon rate to serve more intense workloads
during high carbon intensity periods, while enforcing the
overall carbon budget over a longer time period.
Note that the system-level rate-limiting policy occasionally provides lower latency than the SLO (by overprovisioning when carbon is low), while the dynamic
budgeting policy uses fewer resources when they are not
needed and leverages the carbon savings to satisfy load
spikes. Overall, the dynamic budgeting policy has 22.8%
and 23.4% lower carbon emissions for both applications
compared to the system-level policy, since it operates well
below the target carbon rate most of the time. This also
demonstrates that the application-specific policy enables
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Figure 6: Comparing a system-level carbon rate-limiting
policy with two application-specific carbon budgeting policies for a distributed web application ((b) and (c)) under
varying workloads and carbon intensity (a).
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Figure 7: Multi-tenancy of application-specific carbon budgeting policies that use their system and energy resources
differently based on their workload.

and system-wide power usage for both applications at
their optimal scaling factor. Each application uses a different amount resources and power based on their scaling
behavior to individually optimize carbon-efficiency. Note
that the system-wide power also shows a small amount
baseline power required to run the ecovisor.
5.2. Budgeting Carbon
A disadvantage of the above suspend-resume-style carbon
reduction policies is that applications cannot make any forward progress during high carbon periods. Furthermore,
the goal of reducing carbon emissions may not be suitable
for all the applications, which may instead have a specific carbon emissions budget to operate within. For such
scenarios, we consider an application-agnostic systemlevel policy that enforces a static carbon budget for each
application by rate-limiting (or carbon-capping) it at all
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ecovisor’s virtual batteries can supply applications a minimum guaranteed amount of power when solar output falls
below a threshold, smoothing out the volatility.
5.3.1. Applications. To illustrate our zero-carbon policies,
we deploy two applications that share a solar panel and
physical battery. Our first application is a “delay-tolerant”
distributed Spark job running on our ecovisor prototype
powered by intermittent solar and a battery. In this case,
the job is an image preprocessing and feature extraction
task written using pyspark running on Spark 3.2.0. Spark
runs on solar power and a battery during the day, with the
battery ensuring a minimum guaranteed power. Although
grid power is available at night, to maintain a zero carbon footprint, we checkpoint completed operations in the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and wait until
the next morning to resume Spark computations. Incomplete workers are terminated without checkpointing every
evening and their in-memory results are lost.
Our second application is a web-based monitoring and
logging application, which monitors and logs the power
generation of our ecovisor’s physical and virtual solar
arrays. This application is similar to publicly-deployed
services for monitoring renewable-powered computing
infrastructure [26, 28]. Each web request logs the current
power generation in the web application. Since there is
no solar generation at night, the application sees only a
daytime workload and is dormant during nighttime hours
when there is no data to log. Like Spark, the web application runs on solar power and batteries during the day and
stays suspended during the night. We set a target latency
SLO of 100ms for web request processing.
5.3.2. Comparing Battery Usage Policies. Our systemlevel policy for both applications is to use the battery to
smooth out the variations in solar power and provide a
minimum guaranteed power. Figure 8(a) shows that the
total solar power is equally divided between the two applications. Figure 8(c) shows the number of workers for
a static (system-level) and Spark-specific dynamic policies. The system-level policy is conservative and avoids
losing computation by using a fixed number of workers
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Figure 8: Cluster-level solar power (a) equally divided
between Spark and web application, and workload for web
application (b). No. of workers with static system and
Spark-specific dynamic battery usage policies (c). No. of
workers (d) and 95th %ile latency (e) with static system and
web app-specific dynamic battery usage policies.

the applications to dynamically manage their emissions in
different ways while satisfying the overall budget, which
is not possible using the system-level rate-limiting policy.
Key Takeaway. Applications can better manage a given
carbon budget to meet their performance requirements
compared to a static system-level rate-limiting policy.
5.2.3. Multi-tenancy. Finally, Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show
the carbon rate and the number of containers for the two
applications over time. Both applications, when using
dynamic budgeting policy, consume fewer resources and
energy when carbon emissions are low, i.e., only enough
to satisfy their SLO, while the system-level policy uses
as many resources and energy to satisfy its target carbon
rate. Although the applications run on the same cluster
at the same time, their carbon emissions and container
capacity differ depending on their workload.
5.3. Leveraging Virtual Batteries
The applications above optimize carbon-efficiency using
grid power. We next examine applications that implement
zero-carbon policies using solar power and batteries. Although solar power has zero carbon intensity, its output is
volatile due to changing environmental conditions. Our
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Power (W)

that are always available. In contrast, the Spark-specific
dynamic policy opportunistically scales up the number of
workers to leverage excess solar when the battery is fully
charged. While any work performed by the additional
workers might be lost if they are killed before checkpointing the work, they mostly perform useful computation,
which reduces the application runtime by 39%.
Figure 8(b) shows the workload trace for the web application, which varies over time as the number of applications running on our ecovisor prototype and monitoring/logging their resources come and go. Figure 8(d)
shows the number of workers for a static (system-level)
and application-specific dynamic policies. Since the static
(system-level) policy only has fixed power available, it
runs only 4 workers irrespective of the workload. In contrast, the dynamic policy can scale up to a higher number
of workers to process a higher request rate. Figure 8(c)
shows the 95th %ile latency for the web application. The
static (system-level) policy safeguards against the server
going down, resulting in a much higher latency under
high workload, while the dynamic policy is always able
to meet the target latency SLO.
Key Takeaway. Our ecovisor enables applications to control virtual batteries to satisfy their application-specific
requirements, e.g., low runtime versus low latency, compared to an application-agnostic system-level policy.
5.3.3. Multi-tenancy. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) show the
state of charge and actual charging/discharging patterns,
respectively, for the virtual batteries allocated to each application. Both applications concurrently ran on a shared
multi-tenant platform, but their battery usage patterns
differ significantly depending on their requirements.
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Figure 10: Comparison of a static system-level and dynamic application-specific policy for setting per-container
power caps (b) for a parallel job running across 10 nodes
using the solar energy in (a). The dynamic policy has a
better runtime and energy-efficiency (c).

can exacerbate the performance issues above.
5.4.1. Applications. To illustrate our policies for exploiting solar, we deploy two configurations of a synthetic
parallel job. In the first configuration, the job periodically
synchronizes across tasks and performs I/O, using vertical scaling on all containers to match the available solar
power. In the second, we configure the parallel job to
perform straggler mitigation by tracking the progress of
each task, issuing a new replica for any slow task. For
this configuration, we randomly inject straggler tasks in
the workload. We implement two power capping policies
for the first configuration: (i) a system policy that sets
static caps across 10 nodes, and (ii) an application policy
that dynamically varies caps to ensure each node uses
nearly all of their allocated energy, i.e., 100% resource
utilization. Finally, the third policy handles stragglers by
allocating extra resources when excess energy is available.
5.4.2. Comparing Solar Policies. Figure 10(a) shows
solar power availability for a single day. In Figure 10(b),
the dynamic power caps differ across the 10 nodes relative
to the static cap (center line) over the trace. Figure 10(c)
scales the solar output from (a) by the percentage on the
x-axis and plots the runtime improvement from using
the dynamic policy (left y-axis) and its energy-efficiency
(right y-axis). The graph shows that as solar energy decreases, the importance of dynamically balancing power
to reduce runtime increases. Energy-efficiency increases
as available solar power increases, since each node’s base

5.4. Directly Exploiting Solar Power Efficiency
Some parallel applications may more directly exploit solar
power without any battery capacity, despite its volatility,
using vertical scaling. Since our ecovisor enables applications to balance power’s supply and demand, these applications can explicitly allocate their limited solar power
across a set of containers, e.g., such that the sum of containers’ power caps does not exceed the supply of solar
power. In this case, applications should allocate their
limited solar power to where it can be used most productively. Since servers are not energy-proportional, they
consume some power even when idle. Thus, servers’ most
energy-efficient operating point is at 100% of their allocated energy, and any idleness due to operating below
this point wastes energy. However, parallel applications
often have tasks that are idle due to performing I/O, such
as due to periodic task synchronization in the PyTorch
training above. Such parallel applications frequently exhibit straggler tasks that increase running time by forcing
other tasks to wait [23, 24, 39]. Importantly, executing
parallel applications on a limited amount of solar power
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leverages similar techniques for attributing and capping
power for specific VMs, containers, and processes based
on their resource usage [48, 60]. However, our work differs in its focus on using these mechanisms to expose
visibility and control of the energy system itself, including power’s carbon and availability characteristics, as well
as control of a virtual battery. This visibility and control
enables applications to adapt their behavior to optimize
carbon-efficiency in addition to energy-efficiency.
Prior work has also proposed exposing power management to applications across a variety of platforms, including cloud platforms [29, 69], individual servers, and
mobile devices [49]. Our work differs in that reducing
power usage is not the same as reducing carbon emissions.
Renewables and Storage Integration. There has also
been significant prior work on integrating renewables and
energy storage into data centers and optimizing applications for them. Researchers have long recognized the
potential to adapt cloud applications to variable renewable energy. Thus, prior work has optimized numerous
applications, including Hadoop [35], job schedulers [33],
key-value stores [45], distributed storage [62], load balancers [38], and job migration [21] to run on variable
renewable energy. While this prior work must implicitly
embed ecovisor-like APIs within their systems and applications, they do not define and expose these APIs externally, and thus cannot support different application-level
carbon and energy management policies. GreenSwitch
is perhaps most related to our ecovisor, as it defines a
model-based policy for dynamically scheduling workload
and selecting energy sources, e.g., grid, battery, solar, to
optimize various objectives, e.g., cost, peak power, carbon
footprint [34]. However, as above, GreenSwitch implements its policy at the system-level and does not expose
visibility or control of the energy system to applications.
There has also been significant prior work on leveraging batteries in cloud data centers to reduce energy
costs and provide power during outages [36, 55, 68]. Our
work provides applications the visibility and control necessary to actually implement these optimizations on a
shared multi-tenant infrastructure, which prior work has
not previously addressed, and also provides a platform
for developing new optimizations, as we show in §5.
Carbon Management. Recent work has recognized the
importance of reducing carbon emissions, and has attempted to quantify the carbon emissions of running particular applications [25, 29, 57, 66]. Recent work has
also attempted to quantify the carbon footprint of cloud
data centers, including the carbon emissions embedded
in hardware, i.e., Scope 3 emissions [54]. However, this
work does not provide any solutions for enabling carbonefficiency optimizations. As we show, carbon optimizations are now possible with the emergence of carbon information services, such as electricityMap [9], which pro-

Figure 11: Mitigating stragglers using replica tasks is one
way to productively consume excess renewable energy.

power is amortized over more productive work, which
again illustrates the inefficiency of solar power.
Finally, Figure 11 shows the the third policy as we
scale the solar output from Figure 10(a) up, which results
in an excess of solar energy. If applications cannot store
the excess energy, they are incentivized to use it immediately, even if that usage is not entirely efficient. Figure 11
shows that as solar energy increases, our application’s
overall energy-efficiency decreases, since we consume
that energy by spawning more task replicas. However, in
this case, the absolute decrease in energy-efficiency is not
important, since the excess solar energy would have been
otherwise wasted. In this case, the application decreases
its runtime by using the excess energy for straggler mitigation, although it sees diminishing returns as it submits
more replicas (since at most one replica task will finish).
Key Takeaway. Our ecovisor enables dynamic applicationspecific policies that improve solar-efficiency and performance using vertical scaling and straggler mitigation
techniques compared to a system-level policy.

6. Related Work
Our work builds on prior work in managing energy, including integrating renewables and batteries into data
centers, and recent work on managing carbon emissions.
Energy Management. There has been significant work
on improving energy-efficiency and managing energy in
computer systems over the past three decades. This work
has been highly successful in improving computing’s
energy-efficiency and reducing energy costs. Our work
differs from this large class of work in its focus on carbonefficiency, which is different from energy-efficiency. Designing energy-efficient systems requires looking “inward”
at various components to optimize their energy use, while
designing carbon-efficient systems instead requires looking “outward” to the local energy system and grid to
understand energy’s source and characteristics.
Our work is related to prior work that virtualizes
power [29, 53, 63, 69] and exposes power management to
applications [29, 49, 69] across a variety of platforms. For
example, Nathuji and Schwan integrate hardware power
management mechanisms with hypervisors to enable VMlevel power management for servers [53]. Similarly, Shen
et al. propose power containers to enable fine-grained
power management on a per-container basis. Our work
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7. Conclusion
Enabling the design of carbon-efficient applications is an
important research area that is necessary to halt climate
change. To address the problem, we propose an ecovisor
that virtualizes the energy system and exposes softwaredefined visibility into, and control of, it to applications.
Our approach pushes visibility and control of the energy
system from hardware into software, enabling applications to optimize carbon-efficiency based on their own
requirements. We build a small-scale ecovisor prototype,
and demonstrate its ability to support a variety of carbonefficiency optimizations for different applications. In the
future, we plan to enable coordination between distributed
ecovisor clusters to enable geo-distributed applications.
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